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REVIEWS

AMERICAN SCENES AND OTHER POEMS~ by Charles Tomlinson, London:
Oxforc;l University Press, 1966. 6% pp. $3.50'
The third collection of Charles Tomlinson's poems comes to its readers
highly recommended; both his· first two volumes-Seeing is Believing,
1960 and A Peopled Landscape, i963-were well received and the current
volume is listed as a selection of -the prestigious· British Poetry Book
Society. The author, too, comes to an especially prepared audience in New
Mexico where his acquaintanceship as visiting lecturer at UNM and as
D. H. Lawrence Fellow at Tao.s led him well away fro~ the tourist trails
in this longest of his several hikes through the American scenery.
It is possible, even so, that much of what he saw here to write about
may strike his British readers more forcefully than his American ones,
concerned as it is with the reluctant breakdown of the Lawrentian mythology, with the chrome-plated acceptance of ~odernity that even the
Pueblo Indians seem to have agreed to by now. Mr. Tomlinson, though,
picks up some finer ironies, some overlooked arrowheads, that are still
sharp-particularly in his Mexican poems. His experience as translator of
Antonio Machado must have been helpful, but mostly it seems a matter
of attitude; it is easy to feel his ·sincerity and his willingness to recogniZe
his subject matter as essentially distant and unfamiliar.
In me~hod, many of the individual poems are probably "better" than
those in:. the earlier volumes-certainly they are less academic, less involutelyaesthetic-and there can be little doubt that the poet is ·still developing strongly and experimenting freely. Nevertheless, the book seems to
be less coherent as a collection than the earlier· ones. It· is too eclectic,
too multiple in its purposes, to develop as integrated an· overtone of style
or form or personality as does A Peopled Landscape. If the poems are ,
good, the collection should be better. One gets the feeling that it may
have been hurried into print a year or so too early. Also, the fact that the
book is partly dedicated to as many as twelve .people makes the reader
edgy, as if the book itself were a discharge of literary obligations, a giving
of poems for Christmas:
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The consistent technique among the variety of the poems is recognizably
his own adaption of what is usually called "cool, detached observation."
It is an application of a poignant and unaffected linguistic accuracy to a
static scene. The effect is that of a fine needlepoint or an intricate mosaic
of image and sound. Mr. Tomlinson gives the phrase to it himself in a
poem, like maqy of his, about the artist: "A mosaicist of minute attentions." The mcithod is scenic-as the titles of all three collections remind
-not dramatic nor discursive; his primary job, like Conrad's, is to make
us see. When it works-as in such brilliant studies as "Weeper in Jalisco,"
"Letters from Amherst," and "The Fox"-this painter's method is exciting
.
indeed. When it does not work it seems merely surgical.
One hopes, at the end, for more books by Mr. Tomlinson, for larger
canvases, more dramatic scenes, and more distant landscapes; for slower
collecting, fewer "private" and more "major" poems. But it is impossible
not to be grateful for his "minute attentions," for his coming and looking
'
and giving back poems of integrity and talent.
-Clifford Wood
Clifford Wood, former poetry editor at NMQ and frequent contributor, teaches modem poetry at Wisconsin State University in Oshkosh.

VALLE INCLAN Y LA DIFICULTAD DE LA
Editorial Gredos, 1<)65. 150 pp. $1.

TRAGEDIA,

Ram6n J. Sender, Madrid:

This long essay, Sender's second book to be published in Spain since
1938 (a novel, El badido adolescente, preceded it slightly, I believe), not
only adds immensely to our understanding of Valle Inclan but it also indirectly tells us much about Sender himself. It is, therefore, one might
say, doubly important.
It should be noted, however, that only about two-thirds of this book is
new. The other third previously appeared in the chapter on Valle IncIan in
two former books by Sender: Unamuno, Vane IncIan, Baro1a, y Santayana
(Mexico: Studium, 1955) and Los noventayochos (New York: Las Americas, 1961).
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Sender, an admirer and-in his youth-intimate friend of the Galician
author, avoids pedantry and simply tells us-in direct and simple language
-what Valle Inclan means to him, what he likes and what he does not
like in him. But this does not mean that he does not probe deeply into
Valle Inc1an's mode of understanding reality and of reflecting thaf reality
in his works. Herein lies the greatest value oJ Sender's essay.
More than thirty_pages are dedicated to the short novel, Flor de Santidad,
regarded by Senper as one of the very few masterpieces of this century.
He laments that it has not yet been translated into any foreign language.
Valle Inc1an failed as a tragedian because of an overconcern for the
esthetic and lyrical projections at the expense of a true respect for and
deep belief in man. But, according to Sender, Spain has never produced
a true tragedy. One explanation for this, he writes, is that the Inquisition
never allowed the free interpretation of reality as a work of God or of the
devil. "Ni la desesperac~6n del hombre frente a su destino." (p. 95) Another
reason has been the lack of innocence in almost all Spanish writers. And
in the case of innocent authors each has lacked one or more of the ingredients indispensable for the creation of the true tragedy.
This is an exceptionally interesting and valuable addition to Valleinc1anesque studies-one which no student of Valle Inc1an can ignore.
-Charles L. King
... Charles L. King is a member of the faculty of the University of Colorado, Boulder,
where he teaches Spanish. A graduate of UNM, he was a student of Ram6n Sender.
Dr. King has published articles in The Modem Language TournaI and in the Publications
of the Modern Language Association.
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